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Abstract 
 

Background: Following contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT) contrast-induced nephropathy 

(CIN) may occur in patients with renal insufficiency or diabetes. Creatinine, the most common marker of CIN, 

may not be an accurate measure of damage and is affected by many non-renal factors. Our aim was to evaluate 

ischemia-modified albumin (IMA) as an early CIN marker and correlate it with paraoxonase-1 (PON-1) and 

creatinine before and after CECT. 

Methods: Forty-eight adult patients scheduled for intravenous CECT, regardless of indication or body region for 

CECT, were included in this prospective study. Venous blood samples were obtained 12-24 hours before and 

after contrast media (CM) administration. Ischemia-modified albumin and PON-1 were estimated using methods 

described by Bar-Or et al. and Dantoine et.al., respectively. Creatinine was estimated on an automated analyzer. 

Results: Significant differences in IMA (P < 0.001) and PON-1 (P < 0.001) levels were found between pre- and 

post-CECT samples, while the difference for creatinine was not significant (p = 0.073). No correlation was found 

between IMA and PON-1 or IMA and creatinine in either the pre- or post-CECT samples. 

Conclusions: After CM administration patients are subjected to oxidative stress and/or ischemia, as revealed by 

elevated IMA and decreased PON-1 levels; however, creatinine levels, most commonly estimated to assess 

reduced renal function, did not reflect the condition accurately. IMA may be a sensitive marker for CIN but 

further studies are required to confirm its usefulness. 
 

Keywords: Contrast media (CM), Contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT), Contrast-induced 

nephropathy (CIN), Creatinine, Ischemia-modified albumin (IMA), Paraoxonase-1 (PON-1).  

 

Introduction 

Contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT) 

is an imaging technique involving the administration 

of a contrast medium (CM) used to visualize and 

characterize internal organs and structures. Adverse 

allergic or physiologic reactions, including contrast-

 

 

induced nephropathy (CIN), may follow CM 

administration (1). More than 10% of patients 

undergoing CECT develop CIN (2), thereby 

establishing it as the third-most common cause of 

iatrogenic acute renal failure (3, 4). Further, in a 
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meta-analysis, CIN incidence was 6% (5). The 

iodinated contrast agents used for imaging studies, 

including CECT, are principally of three types; low, 

high, and iso-osmolar based on their osmolality. 

Although a potential relationship between contrast 

media osmolality/ionicity and nephrotoxicity is 

dubious, in a recent study no significant association 

was found between the two (6). Contrast media can 

injure the renal medulla due to direct tubular cell 

toxicity resulting from free radical release and 

decreased renal perfusion with consequent 

ischemia, and thus may be involved in the 

pathogenesis of CIN (7, 8). In addition, animal 

studies suggest that CM reduces antioxidant 

enzyme activities and the cytotoxic effects are 

mediated by oxygen free radicals (9-11). Although 

many studies have investigated ischemia-modified 

albumin (IMA) in various disorders including end 

stage renal disease, diabetes mellitus, and 

hyperlipidemia, to the best of our knowledge, none 

have examined it in CECT patients, who are at risk 

for contrast-induced renal ischemia and/or CIN. 

Ischemia-modified albumin is human serum 

albumin, wherein the N-terminal end, which is 

responsible for temporary binding of metal ions 

including Co2+, Ni2+, and Cu2+, gets modified under 

oxidative or ischemic conditions resulting in 

reduced binding affinity (12). Thus, we investigated 

IMA serum levels to test its efficacy in identifying 

ischemia after CM administration. 

In clinical settings, before CM administration, 

serum creatinine is frequently used as a marker for 

overall renal function, despite the fact that this 

conventional biomarker may be affected by various 

non-renal factors, and the levels may vary with age, 

gender, muscle mass, weight, diet, and ethnicity (13-

15). Further, serum creatinine is a marker of renal 

function and not renal damage, such that creatinine 

is elevated only at advanced stages of renal 

dysfunction, and only after approximately two-

thirds of renal biomass has been lost (16). Because 

damage precedes functional alterations, estimation 

of IMA, an acute ischemia marker, can delineate 

renal damage at a much earlier stage than creatinine. 

Moreover, the current practice to define CIN is 

“reduction in renal function following contrast 

media administration, characterized by a ≥ 0.5 

mg/dL or ≥ 25% increase in serum creatinine level 

from baseline, within 48–72 hours after CM 

administration” (17,18). This could lead to under-

estimation of CIN, which could be greater when IMA 

is used as a marker, either alone or in combination 

with creatinine. This is because an IMA increase was 

found to be a significant predictor of ischemic 

damage (19). 

In addition, we studied the potential correlation 

between IMA and PON-1, a calcium-dependent 

esterase associated with HDL sub-fractions 

containing apo A-I and clusterin, which protects 

against oxidation. Studies have revealed reduced 

PON-1 levels in end-stage renal disease, obesity, and 

cardiovascular diseases, suggesting that HDL is 

altered under oxidative stress conditions, resulting in 

reduced PON-1 activity. This leads to increased 

oxidative stress and favors IMA formation (20). 

Because CECT patients are at risk for oxidative 

damage post-CM administration, estimating PON-1 

activity in these patients may add to information 

regarding patient status post-CECT. Contrast-

induced nephropathy is also referred to as contrast-

induced acute kidney injury (CIAKI) as per the 

Kidney Disease Initiative Global Outcome (KDIGO) 

guidelines in 2012. 
 

Materials and methods 
Study population 

In this prospective study, 48 adult inpatients 

scheduled for intravenous CM administration for 

CECT at Kasturba hospital (located in Manipal, 

Karnataka, India) were enrolled, regardless of the 

body region and indication for CECT. The 

enrollment period was February to May 2017. 

Twenty-six (54%) of the subjects were males and 

22 (46%) were females. Their average age was 53 

± 14 years (range, 28-76 years). Each subject 

received an intravenous injection of an iodinated, 

non-ionic contrast medium (Ultravist or 

Omnipaque) just before the procedure. Patients 

with advanced renal, liver, or heart failure, HIV, 

age < 18 or > 70 years, those who refused to 

participate, and pregnant or breast-feeding females 

were excluded. Written informed consent was 

obtained from all the patients and this study was 

approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee. 

The study protocol was in accordance with 

Helsinki Declaration. 
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Sample collection 

Blood was collected by venous puncture from all 

study participants 12-24 hours both before and 

after CM administration into red-top vacutainer 

tubes (BD Diagnostics). The blood samples were 

centrifuged within 1 hr of collection for 10 min 

at 2500 x g. Sera were aliquoted into Eppendorf 

tubes and stored at -20 ̊ C until analysis (less than 

8 weeks).  

Biochemical analysis 

Serum IMA and PON-1 activity were estimated 

according to manual colorimetric methods 

described by Bar-Or et al. (21) and Dantoine et al. 

(22) respectively. For IMA, 50 μl of cobalt chloride 

(CoCl2.6H2O;1gm/L) was added to 200 μl of serum, 

gently mixed, and incubated at room temperature 

for 10 min to allow adequate cobalt-albumin 

binding. Subsequently, 50 μl of dithiothreitol (DTT; 

1.5gm/L) was added as a colorizing agent, followed 

by the addition of 1 ml of NaCl (9 gm/L) 2 minutes 

later. A blank was prepared without DTT. Color 

developed was measured spectrophotometrically 

(Genesys 10 UV) at 470 nm and expressed as 

absorbance units (ABSU). 

For PON-1, 250 µl of 1/20 prediluted serum was 

added to 2 ml of Tris-HCl buffer (25 mM, pH 7.4) 

containing 1 mM CaCl2, 2.5% methanol, and 0.625 

mM p-nitrophenyl acetate. The rate of p-nitrophenol 

generation was determined spectrophotometrically 

at 402 nm (Є402 = 14,000 M-1Cm-1 at pH 7.4) and the 

enzyme activity was expressed in U/mL of serum (1 

U of the paraoxonase activity produces 1 μmol of p-

nitrophenol per min).  

Creatinine was estimated by the Jaffes method in 

a Cobas® 6000 analyzer (Roche Diagnostics). 

 

Statistical analysis 

Data with Gaussian distributions were expressed 

as means ± SDs. For the non-Gaussian data, 

Wilcoxon’s Signed Ranks test was used and 

differences in the IMA, PON-1, and creatinine 

levels between pre- and post-CECT groups were 

evaluated. Pearson’s correlation was used to 

evaluate relationships between parameters. 

Statistical significance was assumed at p < 0.05 

and all tests were two-tailed. Statistics were 

analyzed using SPSS package version 16. 

 

Results 
The IMA values were significantly greater (p < 

0.001) (Fig. 1) and PON-1 values were significantly 

less (p < 0.001) (Fig. 2) in post- than in pre-CECT 

patients. No significant differences were seen 

between pre- and post-CECT creatinine levels (p = 

0.073) (Fig. 3). No correlation was found between 

IMA and PON-1 or IMA and creatinine in either the 

pre- or post-CECT samples (Table 1). The median 

difference in serum IMA between the pre- and post- 

CECT samples was 0.147 ABSU (0.098-0.210).  

Table 1. Correlation of IMA with PON-1 and creatinine in 

CECT patients 

Pre -CECT 
PON-1 

r p 

-0.142 0.337 

creatinine -0.158 0.284 

Post-CECT 
PON-1 -0.195 0.183 

creatinine 0.124 0.401 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. IMA – ischemia modified albumin; pre – IMA value 

prior to CM administration; post – IMA value post CM 

administration; SD – standard deviation; p = significance) 

Mean IMA levels in pre- and post-CECT samples. Serum 

samples were collected 12-24 hr both pre- and post-CECT. 

Ischemia-modified albumin (IMA) was measured in serum 

samples by spectrophotometry at 470 nm and expressed as 

absorbance unites (ABSU) after cobalt binding.  
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Fig. 2. PON – serum paraoxanase; pre – IMA value prior to CM 

administration; post – IMA value post CM administration; SD 

– standard deviation; p = significance) Mean PON-1 levels in 

pre- and post-CECT samples. Serum samples were collected 

12-24 hr pre- and post-CECT. PON-1 activity, expressed as 

U/mL of serum, was determined spectrophotometrically at 402 

nm via p-nitrophenol generation. 

 

 
Fig. 3. pre – IMA value prior to CM administration; post – IMA 

value post CM administration; SD – standard deviation; p = 

significance) Mean creatinine concentrations in pre- and post-

CECT samples. Serum samples were collected 12-24 hr pre- 

and post CETC. Serum creatinine concentrations were 

determined by the Jaffes method a Cobas® 6000 analyzer 

(Roche Diagnostics. 

Discussion 
The use of CM for radiographic procedures is ever-

expanding, such that approximately 70 million CT 

scans are performed annually in the United States 

alone (23), and the global market is expected to 

reach USD 5.44 billion by 2021, from USD 4.46 

billion in 2016. Globally, North America is the 

largest CM market, followed by Europe and Asia-

Pacific (24). Such comprehensive data in the Indian 

context is scarce, although CECT is a fairly 

common procedure, especially for detecting lesions 

in cancer patients. Although in recent decades, 

significant attempts have been made to make CM 

safer and more tolerable, its use is not yet devoid of 

risks, and adverse effects, ranging from minor 

physiological to severe anaphylactic reactions, have 

occurred following intravenous CM administration. 

Of these adverse effects, CIN is well known (1).     

The current clinical practice to estimate CIN 

cases is based on serum creatinine measurement, 

which is not an ideal marker of renal injury. It does 

not allow differentiation between pre-renal and 

renal causes of kidney injury and is affected by 

physiologic factors including age, gender, and 

hydration status. Following CM administration, 

serum creatinine concentration begins rise within 24 

hr, peaks in 2-5 days, and returns to baseline in 1-3 

weeks. This implies that follow-up creatinine should 

be obtained 48-72 h following CM exposure in all 

at-risk patients, thus delaying treatment for patients 

who might develop CIN and, on the contrary, 

prolonging hospital stays for patients who would not 

develop CIN (25, 26). Also, creatinine 

concentrations can vary day-to-day despite any 

underlying pathology (27). Because CECT is 

usually performed to detect malignant lesions, 

creatinine levels can be significantly altered 

depending on the patient’s anti-cancer therapy. 

These limitations have inspired researchers to seek 

novel CIN markers not affected by confounders that 

can indicate early-stage renal damage.  

In this study, we evaluated serum IMA, which 

could be one such marker. Ischemia-modified 

albumin has been extensively studied as an 

oxidative stress marker in pregnancy, pre-

eclampsia, and multiple sclerosis, and also as a 

marker of acute ischemia (28-33). Such a biomarker 

may be helpful in identifying ischemia subsequent 

to CECT, which is missed with current diagnostic 

strategies. The structure of normal serum albumin 

changes in ischemia and this structural change can 

be detected by the albumin cobalt-binding method 

used in this study to measure IMA (34). Moreover, 

the major advantage of IMA as a marker is that its 
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elevation does not require necrosis; rather, elevated 

levels are achieved in early stages of ischemia. 

Ischemia-modified albumin rises within minutes of 

an ischemic event, peaks within 2-4 hours, and 

returns to baseline within 6-12 hours (33, 34). 

In this study, the serum IMA levels were greater 

in post- than in pre-CECT samples, suggesting that 

CM induced ischemic/hypoxic events. This result 

could be due to free radical release during ischemia 

directly associated with elevated IMA (35). This 

idea was further supported by the reduced PON-1 

levels in post-CECT patients in this study. We 

studied PON-1 to investigate the relevance of IMA. 

PON-1 contributes to the anti-oxidative activity of 

HDL, so that its level may be reduced in various 

oxidative stress conditions owing to its consumption 

for the prevention of oxidation (36, 37). 

Additionally, PON-1 is considered a negative acute-

phase protein, such that its level may fall under 

ongoing inflammatory processes in the body (38), 

and CM injection could induce the process. The 

relatively small study population and investigation 

at a single center were the limitations of this study.  

Our study showed that IMA increases and 

PON-1 decreases after CM was injected into 

patients undergoing CECT. Such altered levels 

could be associated with ischemia or oxidative 

activity. Although creatinine is the gold standard 

for overall renal function assessment, early 

stages of renal damage may be missed by this 

marker. A combined estimation of these 

parameters may aid in identifying patients at risk 

for CIN and its early diagnosis, and even guide 

therapeutic interventions. Further detailed large-

scale and multi-centric studies are required to 

validate the use of IMA as a diagnostic tool in 

CECT patients. 
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